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Background

1. India is a member of the Permanent Working Group on Co-operation in
Antarctic (PWGCA). As per the International Scheming of the Charts for
the Antarctica region duly approved by the (PWGCA) Charts Nos 9050 and
9051 covering Approaches to the Indian Permanent Stations has been as-
signed to India. Based on the Indian request, the (PWGCA) has also ac-
cepted to redesign the limits of the Charts so to include the Indian Perma-
nent Station "MAITRI". Therefore it is important for India to carryout a 
detailed scientific survey of these two areas in a phased manner by deputa-
tion of hydrographic scientific team as part of the Indian expeditions to Ant-
arctica.

2. A Hydrographic survey team formed part of XIV Antarctica Expedition to
study the suitability of equipment, feasibility of ship and boat operation and
human endurance in extreme cold conditions. The team was able to collect
valuable bathymetric data from point of view of preperation of charts, with
in the form of tracing placed at Enclosure I.

Achievements of XVI Antarctica expedition

3. As a part of XVI Scientific Expedition to Antarctica, one Hydrographic team
consitsting of one Meteorological Officer, One Hydrographic surveying of-
ficer and one Hydrographic surveying recorder were deputed to embark MV
Polar Bird. The following tasks were assigned to the Hydrographic team:-

a) Collection of bathymetric data in fresh area for eventual publication of nau-
tical chart.

b) Collection of physical oceanographic data in the area of survey.

c) Gather sufficient expertise in operating survey motor boats, survey equip-
ment and deployment of field parties under extreme cold conditions.

d) Participation in the land survey form Continental Shelf to "Maitri"

4 Hyclrographic Task Undrtaken. The survey in Antarctica was carried out on
World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) Datum universal Transverse
Mercator projection Grid, Zone 32 with Central Meridian 09deg E. The
inability to build sites on icy shelf necessitate temporary marking of Geo-
detic Control stations . GPS 200 in Kinematics mode was used for position
fixing.






